
 

Mullica Wallet Hacked! with Books, and Props (Package)

Why the Mullica?
The Mullica Wallet is one of the best-selling wallets of all time and used by more
professional performers than any other wallet on the market. The reason for this
is that the Mullica Wallet is dependable, requires no get ready or preparation,
resets immediately in front of the spectators and features a no palming "card-to-
wallet" method.

Simple Plot
The basic plot is simple. A spectator's signed card appears inside a small wallet
nesting inside a larger one that's been in your pocket, lying on the table in plain
view or being held by a spectator. The method is easy, practical and within the
reach of any performer.

HACKED! 
Bill Abbott's vault of knowledge on the Mullica Wallet is blown wide open in 
Mullica Wallet HACKED! Four commercial killers ripped straight from Bill's
working repertoire! Close-up pieces and a stage worthy routine with every detail
and secret revealed for the very first time. In addition to the four routines, Bill will
teach you techniques, handlings and secrets that can be applied to any Mullica
style wallet.

Routines Performed and Explained:

BLING! - A spectator's ring is borrowed and instantly tossed across the room,
only to be found inside your wallet a second later.
Wrecked! - Even after a signed card is torn apart and tossed away it is found
completely restored deep inside your wallet - TWICE!
Hacked! - The definitive (and easiest) any-card-thought-of in-wallet routine.
Invisible Dictionary - Any word is thought of and revealed in an entertaining
way.
The Omen - The ultimate prediction system that fools pros and books gigs! On
stage or up close.

Included: 

An in-depth look at the functionality, practicality, and workings of most of
the available Mullica style wallets currently on the market today.
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Each routine performed and explained in extreme detail.
Bill Abbott's easy-action load for the fastest and smoothest loading of
playing cards, predictions, credit cards, etc.
The Mullica used as a multiple peek device for design dupes, thought
revelations, etc.
Bill's gift card force for the Omen and other prediction style routines. It
creates time misdirection and an additional WOW kicker.
A secret tool to add to any Mullica wallet to create an even smoother
load. Every time.

Props and Tools included:

Mini Promo Pack 100 giveaway kits for potential clients that they will keep.
Omen Prediction Pads for 100 performances.
Double Blank Deck manufactured by USPCC for the Wrecked! routine.
Daryl's 53 on 1 Card - The best revelation card of its kind and integral to
HACKED! Bill's any-card-thought-of-in-wallet routine. Poker size, Bicycle Rider
backed card expertly printed exclusively by the U.S. Playing Card Company.
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